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Abstract: The formation of relativistic jets in Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) is related to accretion
onto their central supermassive black holes, and magnetic (B) fields are believed to play a central
role in launching, collimating, and accelerating the jet streams from very compact regions out to
kiloparsec scales. We present results of Faraday rotation studies based on Very Long Baseline Array
(VLBA) data obtained at 18–22 cm for six well known AGN (OJ 287, 3C 279, PKS 1510-089, 3C 345,
BL Lac, and 3C 454.3), which probe projected distances out to tens of parsecs from the observed cores.
We have identified statistically significant, monotonic, transverse Faraday rotation gradients across
the jets of all but one of these sources, indicating the presence of toroidal B fields, which may be one
component of helical B fields associated with these AGN jets.
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1. Introduction
The synchrotron radiation detected from the relativistic jets of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) is
intrinsically linearly polarized up to 75%, and indicates the presence of relativistic electrons accelerated
by local magnetic (B) fields. Therefore, linear polarization studies provide information about the degree
of order and the direction of the B-field in the emission region, and multiwavelength observations
provide information about Faraday rotation occurring between the source and observer.
Faraday rotation occurs when a linearly polarized electromagnetic wave travels through
magnetized plasma; the resulting difference in the speeds of the right and left-circularly polarized
components of the wave causes the plane of polarization to rotate. The amount of rotation is given by
2

χobs = χo + RMλ ,

where

RM ∝

Z

ne B · dl

(1)

where χobs is the observed polarization angle, χo is the unrotated polarization angle, λ is the observing
wavelength, ne is the electron density, and B · dl is the magnetic field times a path element along the
line-of-sight. RM is the rotation measure, which can be determined by measuring the polarization
angles at different wavelengths.
It was pointed out by Blandford [1] that, in the presence of a helical B-field, transverse Faraday
rotation measure gradients should be observed across AGN jets, due to the systematic change in
the line-of-sight component of the B-field. The detection of these gradients was first reported
by Asada et al. [2], and more recently in the studies [3–8], providing evidence for the presence of
an azimuthal (toroidal) field component which may be associated with helical fields threading these jets.
In this work, we present the results of Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) Faraday rotation studies
at 18–22 cm for six well-known AGN: OJ 287, 3C 279, PKS 1510-089, 3C 345, BL Lac, and 3C 454.3.
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These six sources have been studied in a variety of contexts, including precessional models, jet motions
in parsec scales, and multiwave-band variability [9–13]. These 18–22 cm observations are ideally suited
for probing distances out to tens of parsecs from the observed core, and provide a link between the
miliarcsecond (parsec) scale structures seen by the VLBA and the arcsecond (kiloparsec) scales seen by
the VLA. Therefore, these six sources were chosen to provide results on scales not yet probed, so that
structural and polarization variations on these different scales could be better understood.
2. Observations and Data Analysis
The observations analysed in this work were made simultaneously at 1358, 1430, 1493, and
1665 MHz (22.1, 21.0, 20.1, and 18.0 cm) with the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO)
VLBA at various epochs in 2010 at a total aggregate bit rate of 128 Mbits/s, observing each source
in snapshot mode [14]. The amplitude, phase, polarization, and electric vector position angle
(EVPA) calibrations were done in the NRAO Astronomical Imaging Processing System (AIPS) using
standard techniques, using Los Alamos as the reference antenna. VLA and (VLBI) observations of the
compact polarized source J0006-0623 obtained at nearly simultaneous epochs were used for the EVPA
calibrations, by rotating the EVPAs for the total VLBI polarization to agree with those for the VLA
polarization.
Maps of the total intensity I and the Stokes parameters Q and U were done in AIPSp
using standard
procedures, and the Q and U maps were used to make maps of the polarized flux, p = Q2 + U 2 , and
polarization angle, χ = 12 tan−1 ( U
Q ). The polarization angle maps used to make the RM maps were
all convolved with the lowest-frequency beam to match their resolutions. We removed the effect of
integrated Galactic foreground RM [15,16] before constructing the Faraday RM maps, and applied the
results of [3] when estimating the RM uncertainties.
3. Results
We show in Figures 1 and 2, as examples, the RM maps of 3C 454.3 and 3C 279 superimposed
on the 1358 MHz total intensity contours along with slices taken in regions where transverse RM
gradients were detected. The ranges of the RM values are indicated by the color bars. The gray ellipse
in the lower-left corner of each map depicts the convolving beam.
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Figure 1. (a) Rotation measure (RM) distribution for 3C 454.3 superimposed on the 1358 MHz I map.
The bottom I contour is 0.25% of the peak of 4.06 Jy/beam, and the contours increase in steps of a
factor of two. The black lines across the RM map show the locations of slices taken in regions where
transverse RM gradients are visible, and the letter “S” indicates the side corresponding to their starting
points. Output pixels were blanked for RM uncertainties exceeding 10 rad/m2 ; (b) Transverse slices
taken across the jet of 3C 454.3, with statistical significances of 3.9σ (Slice 1) and 2.3σ (Slice 2).
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Figure 2. RM distribution for 3C 279 superimposed on the 1358 MHz I map. The bottom I contour is
0.125% of the peak of 3.47 Jy/beam, and the contours increase in steps of a factor of two. Output pixels
were blanked for RM uncertainties exceeding 10 rad/m2 . Although an apparent RM gradient can be
seen in the core, this gradient proved not to be robust and statistically significant.

We list in Table 1, for each of the transverse RM gradients detected in the six sources studied
here, its location, width in beamwidths in the direction of the gradient, direction on the sky (clockwise
or counter-clockwise relative to the base of the jet), and statistical significance. Four sources show
transverse Faraday rotation gradients with statistical significances higher than 3σ, and the gradient
across the jet of 3C 345 has a significance of 2.4σ. We detected sign changes in the RM values across the
transverse gradients in the jets of OJ 287, PKS 1510-089, 3C 345, and BL Lac. All the gradients remain
visible when the RM maps are produced using circular beams with areas roughly equal to the intrinsic
elliptical beams.
Table 1. List of detected transverse RM gradients.
Source
Name

Gradient
Location

Gradient Width
(Beamwidths)

OJ 287
PKS 1510-089
3C 345
BL Lac
3C 454.3 (S1)
3C 454.3 (S2)

Core
Core
Jet
Core
Jet
Jet

1.4
2.4
2.2
1.4
1.1
1.4

Gradient a Statistical
Direction Significance
CCW
CCW
CW
CCW
CW
CW

4.4σ
4.4σ
2.4σ
3.7σ
3.9σ
2.3σ

a

CW denotes clockwise and CCW denotes counter-clockwise direction relative
to the base of the jet (located upstream from the observed core).

4. Discussion
4.1. Reliability of the Detected Transverse RM Gradients in AGN Jets
Concern has been expressed in the literature about the reliability of the detection of transverse
RM gradients across AGN jets, regarding the width of these gradients compared to the beam sizes of
the observations. However, Monte Carlo simulations carried out by Mahmud et al. [4] and Murphy
and Gabuzda [17] for VLBA data with realistic noise and baseline coverage and RM gradients having
various widths and strengths convolved with beams of various sizes have shown that transverse RM
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gradients can still be visible, even if the intrinsic jet width is of the order of 1/20 of a beamwidth.
The simulations of [17] have also shown that the spurious 3σ gradients arose in far less than 1% of
the cases in simulations based on the same four wavelengths used in our study, even for jets much
narrower than the beam sizes. This was also found to be true for 2σ gradients spanning at least
two beamwidths. Considering these results, the transverse RM gradients listed in Table 1 can all be
considered firm detections, including the one observed in 3C 345.
The detection of transverse RM gradients across AGN jets can be used as a diagnostic for the
geometry of the magnetic field in these regions, since this provides evidence for the presence of
a toroidal B-field component, which may be one component of helical B-fields associated with these jets.
The detection of sign changes in the RM values across the jets of OJ 287, PKS 1510-089, 3C 345, and
BL Lac favours this interpretation, since gradients in electron density could not cause this effect.
Note, however, that the non-detection of a sign change across the jet of 3C 454.3 does not exclude
the possibility that the transverse RM gradients are due to a toroidal B-field component, since some
combinations of helical pitch angles and viewing angles give rise to gradients of a single sign.
4.2. Direction of the Transverse RM Gradients
The direction of the azimuthal (toroidal) component of a helical B-field threading an AGN jet
should be determined by the direction of rotation of the central supermassive black hole and the
accretion disc, along with the direction of the initial poloidal field that is wound up (inward or outward
along the jet). One could intuitively think that these should both be random, and as a consequence, the
direction of the RM gradients on the sky, relative to the direction of the jet, should also be random.
One way to describe the direction of the RM gradients on the sky is to refer to them as being oriented
clockwise (CW) or counter-clockwise (CCW) relative to the jet direction. In other words, if we think of
the base of the jet (located upstream of the observed VLBI core) as the center of a clock, the direction of
the RM gradient points in the CW or CCW direction (Figure 3).
LoS jet B-field away from observer

LoS B-field towards observer

Jet base

LoS jet B-field towards observer

(a)

RM Gradient

RM Gradient

ijet

ijet
Jet base
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Figure 3. In both panels, ijet denotes the current in the jet, and the horizontal black arrow shows its
direction along the jet. LoS denotes line-of-sight. The vertical black arrow on the right-hand side of
each panel shows the direction of increase of the RM values. (a) A CW gradient as seen on the sky,
which implies an inward jet current; (b) A CCW gradient as seen on the sky, which implies an outward
jet current.

However, this intuitive idea that the direction of rotation of the black hole/accretion disc and the
direction of the initial poloidal B-field are both random may not be correct. For example, the presence
of an azimuthal (toroidal) B-field component implies the presence of an axial current in the jet; it is
easy to imagine that the direction of this current—inward or outward along the jet—might not be
random, due to various physical processes related to the launching and accelerating of the jet, as
well as the composition of the jet itself (i.e., is it comprised primarily of equal-mass particles such
as electrons and positrons, or of particles with very unequal masses, such as electrons and protons).
If there is a preferential direction for the currents in the jets, this will lead to a preferential direction
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for the azimuthal B-field component, which will, in turn, lead to a preferential direction for the
associated transverse RM gradients on the sky—CW (inward jet current) or CCW (outward jet current).
The relationship between the direction of the azimuthal component of the helical jet B-field, the
direction of the associated transverse RM gradient, and the direction of the implied jet current are
shown in Figure 3.
Contopoulos et al. [18] claimed to have detected a preference of CW over CCW transverse RM
gradients on parsec scales, based on RM maps previously published in the literature. However,
their analysis was subject to uncertainty due to the inability at that time to derive accurate estimates
of the statistical significances of these transverse RM gradients. A number of recent studies have
been aimed at reanalyzing the previously published RM maps considered in [18] using the approach
developed in [3] to more accurately and reliably estimate the uncertainties in the measured RM values
and the statistical significances of detected transverse RM gradients [6,7]. The recent analysis of
Christodoulou et al. [19], based on available RM maps on relatively large scales exceeding about 20 pc,
has provided strong evidence for a preference for CCW RM gradients (or outward jet currents) on
these larger scales. They suggest that the claim of [18] for a preference of CW RM gradients (inward
jet currents) on parsec scales and their finding of a preference of CCW RM gradients (outward jet
currents) on larger scales can be understood in terms of a single self-consistent system of fields and
currents, with an inward current along the jet axis surrounded by inner and outer regions of helical
field with opposite directions for their azimuthal components, with these two regions separated by
a current sheet carrying outward current.
The scales probed by our observations fall near the transition between the scales considered
in [18] and in [19], making it of interest to see whether our results provide any evidence for a preferred
direction for the observed transverse RM gradients on these scales. The fourth column in Table 1 lists
the directions on the sky of the detected transverse RM gradients. Three of them are CW on the sky
relative to their jet bases, implying inward currents along their jets, and three are CCW, implying
outward jet currents. Thus, there is no evidence in our results for the small number of sources we have
considered for a preferential direction for the observed transverse RM gradients, and consequently
for the currents flowing along the jets. This may be consistent with the model proposed by [19], but
18–22 cm RM maps for more AGN are required before any firm conclusions can be drawn.
5. Conclusions
We have presented results of Faraday rotation studies for six AGN through the analysis of VLBA
data obtained at four wavelengths in the range 18–22 cm. We have identified monotonic, statistically
significant, transverse Faraday rotation gradients across the jets of five of these sources: OJ 287,
PKS 1510-089, 3C 345, BL Lac, and 3C 454.3. Smoothly varying, monotonic, transverse RM gradients
indicate the presence of a toroidal B field component, which may be associated with helical B fields
threading these AGN jets.
There is no evidence for a preferred direction for the transverse RM gradients on the sky (i.e.,
for a preferred direction of the predominant jet currents) on the scales probed by these observations.
We highlight the importance of carrying out more studies in this wavelength range, considering the
intermediate scales it probes, to provide a connection with what is seen in both parsec and kilo-parsec
scales, and also to provide new observational evidence to be confronted with theoretical models of jet
formation in AGN.
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